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Abstract

as a tourist attraction, providing regular income to the

Susu aka i Sovi Bay is a sustainable, educational and

communities can be educated on sustainable fishery

conservation-driven project based in Fiji, located on one of the

management.

community and an education centre where tourists and local

two main islands, Viti Levu. The people of Fiji rely heavily on the
ocean as their primary source of food, a means of transport, and
as a measure of cultural identity.
The combination of climate change, tourism, pollution and
overfishing has affected marine life and has had a detrimental
effect on the economy, local communities and coastal
ecosystems. The unsustainable rate of fishing has resulted in
various marine species becoming endangered or extinct.
This project strives to find an architectural proposition that
supports sustainable fish farming techniques, thereby providing
a steady food source for local communities. It aims to function
1
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Preface

overfishing, ocean warming, and careless reef visitation practices

I have strong affiliations with the wider Moana Oceania. My

have wanted to help support means to protect our reefs and

mother is of German Samoan descent, and my father’s family

minimise these detrimental effects.

have had on the marine ecosystems. From a very young age I

has been living in Fiji since the 1870s. Having lived in Fiji for 19
years, I have a strong emotional attachment to the country and
people. The Fijian culture has had a significant influence on my
life and has helped shaped who I am today.

Having sailed around Viti Levu three times, explored the
Yasawas and Mamanucas, and most of the smaller islands, I
have been able to identify a dramatic change in marine life. As a
competitive swimmer, I completed numerous ocean swims
around these island groups, and our team took part in annual
beach clean-ups and coral planting expeditions around Viti
Levu. I have witnessed firsthand the detrimental effect
4
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1.0 Introduction

6

the global ocean but comprises 76 percent of all known coral

1.1 Background

species. Yet marine resources are threatened by overfishing and
coastal development, limited spatial management of coastal

Fiji is located in Melanesia, a part of Oceania, in the South Pacific

ecosystems, and other pressures.” 2

Ocean. It is an archipelago made up of over 300 islands;
however, “only about a third are inhabited or capable of
sustaining prolonged human habitation”. 1 Over recent years Fiji
has changed dramatically, primarily due to natural disasters,
political circumstances, climate change and tourism.

It has become evident that one of the many reasons for the
dramatic change in marine life is due to overfishing. “Fiji
contains some of the highest marine biodiversity on the planet.
It is part of the Coral Triangle, which covers only two percent of

1

2

Brij V Lal, Broken Waves: A History of the Fiji Islands in the Twentieth Century,
(University of Hawaii, USA. 1992) 3.

“Fiji Fisheries: 2015 Review,” Prepared for The David and Lucile Packard Foundation,
California Environmental Associates, https://www.packard.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/Fiji-Fisheries-2015-Review-.pdf.

7

1.2 Project Outline
This project is for a fish farm in conjunction with an education
centre that aspires to become a popular tourist attraction in Fiji.
Tourism is the backbone of Fiji’s economy; it is crucial that it
provides employment and generates income for surrounding
local communities. Not only will this project support steady food
sources, but it will also enable employment, education and
socialisation within communities.

8

Sovi Bay aspires to become a precedent for other Pacific Island

1.3 Objectives

nations battling the effects of overfishing.

The world faces resource depletion, pollution, climate change
and animal extinction. Raising environmental awareness is
imperative, and this project hopes to do so through education
about marine restoration and sustainable fish farming
techniques. Fish stocks need to remain high for several
environmental and social reasons. Fiji is a third-world country,
with a high dependency on natural resources to survive.

As well as raising awareness of marine depletion, this project
aims to provide a food source and commercial employment for
local communities within the area via tourism and selling farmed
fish stock. There is a vital social aspect of fishing that defines the
Fijian culture and brings local communities together. Susu aka i

9

1.4 Research Question
This research by design project seeks to address the lack of
education about environmental issues and provide a
sustainable, land-based fish farm in the hopes of uniting
communities through farming practice and sharing of
knowledge. Designed for locals and tourists, this facility will be
an education centre, fish farm and restaurant.

How can an architectural proposition raise awareness of marine
resource depletion and support sustainable fishing techniques?

10

restoration methods. The project aims to secure local Fijian

1.5 Scope and Limitations

families to source fish and preserve Fiji’s strong fishing culture.
This project is about providing an opportunity for local Fijian
people to learn new fishing techniques and secure the ability to

Susu aka i Sovi Bay is for the local people of Fiji. This project is a

provide for their local communities. It also aims to raise

means to provide a steady food source for local communities

awareness and educate locals and tourists on the effects of

along the Coral Coast as “the production of Fiji’s coastal fisheries

overfishing.

will not have capacity to meet the country’s future needs for
fish”3. This project does not aim to solve overfishing in Fiji

This project will be a facility for fish farming, coral restoration,

completely, but is an opportunity to provide an immediate

food processing, and a tourist attraction. It will be a manageable

solution for local Fijian communities that rely on fish as food.

scale solution that can be run by the locals and utilised by both
tourists and local people as an education centre where they will

In Fiji, poor healthcare, pollution, hunger and crime are

learn sustainable fishing techniques as well as coral farming and

common. These aspects may pose limitations on the project as
they will be challenging conditions to deal with. They could

3

California environmental Associates,“Fiji Fisheries: 2015 Review.”
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possibly prevent this proposed operation from running to its
greatest potential. Accessibility to building materials could also
be a limitation, as importing material from abroad could be
difficult and expensive.

12

and the nature of life, encouraging ethical, environmental

1.6 State of Knowledge

practice and design methods. Permaculture discusses “the

The literature relevant to this project discusses two main topics:

mechanisms of mature ethical behaviour, or how to act to

sustainability and the environment. Three primary literature

sustain the earth”. 7 Mollison defines companion planting and

sources contribute to this research, all of which discuss

agriculture, carefully considering the environment and existing

environmental concerns. As this project aims to raise

lifecycles.

environmental awareness and educate people about marine
restoration, this literature field has influenced a holistic and

McDonough and Braungart discuss the idea of inexhaustible

extensive ecological approach. Designing with Nature4 by Ken

materials and the concept of the life scenarios of materials.

Yeang, Shifting from Sustainability to Regeneration5 by Bill Reed,

Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things, by
William McDonough and Michael Braungart, and Permaculture:

A Designers Manual6 by Bill Mollison, all discuss sustainability

B.C Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual. (Tyalgum, NSW, Australia: Tagari Publications,
1988).
7
Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual, 3.

4

6

Ken Yeang, Designing with Nature: The Ecological Basis for Architectural Design (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1995).
5
Bill Reed, Shifting from ‘Sustainability’ to Regeneration, (Integrative Design Collaborative and
Regenesis, Arlington, MA, US, 2007).
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1.7 Methods
POC is inland on the south coast of Viti Levu in Pacific Harbour;
Methods of research included collecting data from books,

the site visit was an opportunity to understand the challenges

articles, websites and reports. Interviews were also conducted

and process of farming fish. Ryan also works closely with local

with marine biologist Victor Bonito, founder of Reef Explorer in

communities, distributing and selling locally farmed tilapia and

Korotogo, and Paul Ryan, aquaculture specialist and founder of

giant blue prawns. His aquaculture knowledge and experience

Pacific Ocean Culture (POC), Pacific Harbour, Navua.

Bonito's office is on the southwest coast of Viti Levu in
Kototogo. He has dived the reefs along this coastline and
worked closely with the local people within the area for over 10
years. His experience and knowledge of the people gave an
insight into what challenges might arise while designing this
project. Environmentally, his familiarity with the climate
conditions and reef state provided critical information to
respond to and deal with ecological issues.
14

with locals provided insight into the requirements needed to
facilitate a fish farm.

The documentary, A Life on Our Planet, by David
Attenborough, indicated how the environment has changed
and what our planet's future might look like, reinforcing the
emphasis on sustainable practice. A site visit to the chosen
site, Sovi Bay, was also a means of research. Conversations
with locals and visiting neighbouring villages were
opportunities to understand the environmental and social
context.

Figure 1: Various species of coral are farmed in shallow waters before
planted on the reef.

15

2.0 Fiji
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2.1 Geography and Climate
Figure 2: Location of Fiji on World map
(Photo by Author).

Fiji, officially the Republic of Fiji, is a horseshoe-shaped
archipelago located in Melanesia, part of Oceania in the South

The population consists of six main ethnic groups, each with

Pacific Ocean8 made up of over 300 islands, 2169 of which are

their own culture and cuisine. The majority are iTaukei at 56.8

inhabited. Fiji has nine separate geographic island groups; these

percent, 37.5 percent Indo Fijians, 1.2 percent Rotumas, and 4.5

include the Kadavu, Rotuma, Vanua Levu, Viti Levu group, and

percent12 European, Chinese or other Pacific Islanders. Nadi is

the Lau, Lomaiviti, Mamanuca, and Yasawa Islands.

the hub of Pacific air routes13 and Fiji’s tourist epicentre.
The Fiji Islands sit above the Tropic of Capricorn within the

Viti Levu (“Great Fiji”)10 is the largest island in the Fijian

Melanesian Spearhead Group (MSG) and are renowned for their

archipelago, and “home to 70 percent of the population (about

tropical climate with an average maximum daytime temperature

600,000)”.11 There are six main towns on Viti Levu, Suva, Nadi,

of 32 degrees. Fiji’s weather patterns are influenced by three

Lautoka, Sigatoka, Ba and Rakiraki, all of which are on the coast.

“Fiji,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, last modified October 1, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiji.
9
David Stanley, Fiji Islands Handbook:3rd edition, (Moon Publications, CA 1993), 11.
10
Stanley, “Fiji Islands Handbook: 3rd edition,” 11.

“Viti Levu,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopaedia, last modified September 7, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viti_Lev.
12
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopaedia, “Fiji”.
13
Stanley, “Fiji Islands Handbook” 11.
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main elements, the Convergence Zone, the Trade winds, and the

kilometres of Suva15, usually approaching Fiji from the

El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO).

northwest. Tropical cyclones are an environmental limitation for
this project.

“The Convergence Zone in meteorology is a region in the
atmosphere where two prevailing flows meet and interact,

The El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is “an irregularly

usually resulting in distinctive weather conditions.”14 It is also

periodic variation in winds and sea surface temperatures over

described as a band of heavy rainfall that extends from the

the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean, affecting the climate of much

western Pacific Ocean toward French Polynesia. Different

of the tropics and subtropics”. 16 The trade winds predominantly

weather conditions such as cyclones and thunderstorms are the

blow from the east or south; these cool, humid wind conditions

typical result of the converging prevailing winds. Tropical

generally have high moisture content, resulting in heavy rainfall.

cyclones occur annually, generally between November through

The high-intensity rainfall between November and May can lead

to mid-May; for example, between the 1969/1970 and 2009/2010

to flash flooding. This climate condition will need to be

seasons, the centre of 70 tropical cyclones passed within 400

considered while designing if the chosen site is adjacent to a

“Convergence zone,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopaedia, last modified March 5, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convergence_zone.
15 Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, “Convergence zone.”
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“El-nino- Southern Oscillation,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, last modified August 5, 2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Ni%C3%B1o.
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river or creek, which could have a detrimental effect on the
project. The dry season between May and October, also known
as Fiji’s winter season, has an average temperature of 28
degrees, and is the optimum time to visit the Fiji Islands. Fiji’s
climate varies from heavy rainfall, thunderstorms, tropical
cyclones and flooding to droughts. These significantly different
weather conditions individually cause threats and benefits on
site.

19

2.2 History
After two attempts by European explorers, Abel Tasman and
Captain James Cook, Captain William Bligh discovered Fiji in
1789.18 During the 1860s, a lawless era, many Europeans arrived
in Fiji hoping to grow cotton. In 1867, the attempt to rule the
nation by a council of chiefs failed, and on October 4th, 1874, Fiji
became a British colony.19 The first Fijian governor-general, Ratu
Sir George Cakobau was appointed in 1973, three years after the
country became a fully independent nation on October 4th, 1970.
Figure 3: Men raising the Fiji Flag on Independence Day, Suva, Fiji.

Between 1974 and 1987, Fiji experienced two coups, which

In 1500BC, the first people to arrive in Fiji were Austronesian-

significantly impacted the nation's economy. The Fijian dollar

speaking Polynesians originating from Southeast Asia. Much

devalued by 17.75 percent, public servants took a 25 percent 20

later, in 500BC, Melanesian people arrived, and the fusion of
these two primordial peoples started the Fijian race.

17
18

pay cut, and food prices became unaffordable for most Fijian

17

families.

Stanley, “Fiji Islands handbook,” 20.
Stanley, “Fiji Islands handbook,” 21.

19
20

20

Stanley, “Fiji Islands handbook,” 23.
Stanley, “Fiji Islands handbook,” 29.

The highest assembly of Fiji’s traditional chiefs, The Bose Levu

three coups within the last two decades have also had a

Vakaturaga (BLV), is a small group of commoners who meet

compounding impact on these industries and resulted in a high

once a year to discuss the Fiji people's concerns.21 Until the end

emigration rate where more than 70,000 skilled workers left the

of the colonial era, the BLV lost the power to pass laws and

country, 90 percent being Indo Fijians.22

regulations. The council was revoked in 2012 due to its
relationship with former Prime Minister Frank Bainimarama.

Fiji's diverse economy, one of the most developed in the Pacific
Islands, is based on tourism, sugar production, commercial
fishing and timber. The sugar and pine industries have suffered
due to low world prices, droughts, cyclones and rent disputes
between farmers and landowners. Western Viti Levu is the hub
of Fiji's economic growth; the primary sources of foreign
exchange include sugar exports and tourism. The effects of

21

Fiji Government online portal, “Fijian Culture & Tradition.”

“Economy of Fiji,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopaedia, last modified October 19, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Fiji.
22

21

dancing (meke), tapa beating (masi), presenting whales teeth

2.3 Culture and Indigenous iTaukei

(tambua), and pottery making.23 Music and song play significant
roles in everyday life; a ‘meke’ is a dance “performance that
enacts local stories and legends”.24 These performances are to
entertain and welcome visitors, or occur during important social
occasions. Mat and basket weaving are generally done
collectively by women. Floor coverings, dining and sleeping
mats are made for the different households. The collective
process of making these means the craft and knowledge of
weaving are passed on to the younger generations: Masi

Figure 4: Fijian women weaving traditional mats with
dried flaxes.

printing or tapa printing is a traditional textile made from bark
once used for ceremonial attire, but now usually sold to tourists.

Fiji preserves a wide variety of traditional customs and crafts

Yagona ceremonies are a crucially important aspect of the Fijian

such as fire walking, kava drinking (yaqona), turtle calling,

23

culture: “…in the time of the 'old religion' they were used

Stanley, “Fiji Islands handbook,”11.

24

“Fijian Culture & Tradition,” Fiji Government online portal, accessed June 20, 2020,
https://web.archive.org/web/20070529231204/http://www.fiji.gov.fj/publish/history_culture.shtml.

22

“Fiji is divided into 14 provinces, which are themselves
composed of smaller administrative units, the basic one being
the village (koro)”.26 The head of the village, the

Figure 5: Women perform traditional meke in-front of the men of the
village.

ceremonially by chiefs and priests only”.25 These days this
ceremony is a means of welcoming visitors, an opportunity to
share knowledge and share stories.

25
26

Fiji Government online portal, “Fijian Culture & Tradition.”
Fiji Government online portal, “Fijian Culture & Tradition.”

23

Turaga-ni-Koro, is chosen by the koro (village). These different
koro form a tikina (district), and the tikina form a yasana
(province). The Fijian culture's hierarchical social structure
originates from the Polynesian settlers, where status and
power passed through the male line. The “Fijian indigenous
society is very communal, with great importance attached to
the family unit, the village, and the Vanua (land)”, 27 a society
led by chiefs and warriors.
Figure 6: The provincial boundaries of Fiji.

Albert J.Schultz, Rusiate T.Komaitai, “Spoken Fijian,” accessed November 18,2020,
https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10125/63324/Spoken%20Fijian.pdf.
27

24

Fiji is a developing country, the tallest building being The

2.4 Traditional Building Methods

Reserve Bank of Fiji, Suva, which is 14 stories high. Fiji's

distinctive village vernacular architecture consists of communal
and individual bure housing. A bure, also known as a "man's
temple", has a thatched roof, matted flooring, no windows and a
single entrance. These buildings vary in size depending on the
owner's class28 and are built using reed, palm wood, coconut
leaves and locally grown materials. Coastal bures are made with
mangrove, while mountainous areas use various hardwoods;

Figure 7: Traditional Fiji bure in the highlands.

therefore, the architecture varies with regions. The architectural
style of these bures also depends on numerous factors such as
cultural, geographic, environmental and economic aspects.

28

Mitsuko Sakagami, Noriko Ando and Masamitsu "Traditional Factors and Modernization of Village
Layout and House Style in Fiji,” Journal of Rural Planning Association, accessed November 28,
https://doi.org/10.2750/arp.17.95.

25

Figure 8: Different types of traditional bures.

Bures are built collectively as a village; this collaborative building
method allows knowledge and skills to be passed down from
generation to generation.

However, this traditional building method is disappearing in
modern societies, making it challenging to preserve the
indigenous building technology, especially among the younger
generations.29

Hirohide Kobayashi and Ayako Fujieda, “Research on Indigenous Building Technology of Fijian
Traditional Wooden House Bure,” Journal of Architecture and Planning, accessed October 12,2020,
https://doi.org/10.3130/aija.81.1303.
29

26

Figure 9: Bure contruction process.

27

levels are a severe threat to these communities. “Fiji is to face a

2.5 Climate Change

meter of sea-level rise by the end of the century, increasing
Due to climate change, sea levels have risen along with

coastal flooding events”.32

temperatures and ocean acidification, all of which are having a
detrimental effect on Fiji in various ways. Rising temperatures
and ocean acidification threaten marine life, as “… two-thirds of
amphibians are threatened or endangered because of rising sea
temperatures and overfishing”.30 This ocean acidification has
posed a threat to Fiji's leading source of food, seafood. These
changes will worsen as global climate modelling data suggests
higher rainfall, an increase in temperatures, and less frequent
but higher-intensity cyclones. With "...70 percent of the
population (about 600,000)"31 living on Viti Levu and the main
towns located along sea-level (refer to section 6), rising sea
Ken Belson, “Paradise Threatened: Fiji’s War Against Climate Change,” The New York Times,
October 24, 2018, accessed November 15,2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/24/travel/fijiglobal-warming.html.
30

31
32

28

Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopaedia, “Viti Levu.”
Belson, “Paradise Threatened.”

3.0 Fishing in Fiji
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Fiji’s people, especially those in coastal villages, rely heavily on

3.1 Traditional Fishing Methods

marine resources as their primary source of food. Due to climate
change and for economic reasons, these resources are
becoming scarce.

Traditional Fijian cuisine is heavily based on seafood, vegetable,
and root crops. Staples include taro, cassava (tapioca), kumala
(sweet potato) and uto (breadfruit). Taro leaves and bele
(hibiscus spinach) are generally grown in every household and
used in everyday meals. Traditionally, meals are prepared
Figure 10: Fijian women fishing with nets in
the shallows amongst mangroves.

collectively and cooked in a lovo (an underground oven).
Seafood delicacies include ika vakalolo and kokoda, a dish made
with walu (Spanish mackerel) and miti, coconut cream with chilli,
lime and tomato.

30

rope, encouraging fish to swim towards the centre. Once closer
to shore, men sit in the shallows around the liana containing the
trapped fish. This traditional way of fishing is done over shallow

Figure 11: A group of men sit in a circle trapping their catch caught using
the traditional yavirau fishing method.

reefs and generally just before low tide. Exceptions are made for

Traditional fishing methods include a yavirau, an ancient Fijian

the yavirau within a marine protected area (MPA).

custom. Several rituals are completed in preparation for the
fishing excursion, and only men can fish while the women

The yavirau is a joint expedition; a whole village is involved in

prepare the rest of the feast.

preparation for it. Other fishing expeditions include fishing trips
on the outer reefs, spearfishing. Women and children walk the

Liana ropes are woven with vines, with coconut fronds tied to

reefs at low tide, collecting crustaceans, setting nets and traps.

the rope; these ropes can be up to four kilometres long. The

These fishing trips are a means of cultural identity, sharing

liana creates a horseshoe shape on the water's surface where

knowledge and skills as well as strengthening village

one end is pulled in, gradually hauling the rope towards the

communities.

shore. Men are evenly spaced out along the

31

Figure 12: Cultural fishing diagram (Photo by Author).

32

3.2 Fishing Grounds
The nine island groups have different degrees of
management. There are various controlled fishing grounds
within these groups, most being within non-fringing reefs.
The majority of Fiji’s waters are traditional fishing grounds
surrounding the Viti Levu Group, Mamanuca and Yasawa
Islands. The chosen site is on the southwest coast of Viti Levu.
The diagram clearly suggests that the waters are
predominantly uncontrolled or monitored.

Figure 13: Allocated fishing grounds in Fiji.

33

revenue from fishing and tourism. A quarter of the world's

3.3 Coral and Parrot Fish

small-scale fishermen34 harvest from these coral reefs; however,
within the last 30 years, over 50 percent of the world's coral
reefs have died, and this figure is expected to rise to 90 percent
within the next century. 35 This increase will decrease
reproduction rates and lower Fijian people's ability to source
food; Jone Usamate, Fiji's acting Environment Minister, states,
“...reef is life. If we lose the reefs, we lose the ability to sustain
ourselves.”36
Figure 14: Hard and soft corals.

Coral reefs cover less than one percent of the ocean floor, are
home to more than 25 percent of marine life, and provide
millions with food, medicine, protection from storms33, and
“Saving the worlds corals reefs: Coral Reef Biodiversity,” Coral Reef Alliance, accessed October
10,2020, https://coral.org/coral-reefs-101/coral-reef-ecology/coral-reef-biodiversity/.
34
Coral Reef Alliance, “Coral Reef Biodiversity.”
35
“Giving Coral Reefs a Future: Worldwide Coral Reef Conservation through Research, Education,
Outreach, and Restoration,” Secore International, accessed October 7,2020,
33

http://www.secore.org/site/corals/detail/why-coral-reefs-need-our-help.23.html.
36
Loes Witschge, “Fiji PM: ‘We are losing the battle’ to save coral reefs,” Aljazeera, January 17, 2018,
accessed October 23, 2020, https://www.aljazeerakiswahili.com/news/2018/1/17/fiji-pm-we-are-losingthe-battle-to-save-coral-reefs.

34

Fiji’s coral reef ecosystem is the most extensive in the South

developing countries.41. Reefs are home to various species; they

Pacific.37 It is a “critical site for global coral reef conservation

support healthy ecosystems where marine life reproduces; if

with 10,000 square kilometres of coral reef and an astounding

coral reefs become extinct, other marine realms will follow.42

42 percent of the world’s coral species”38. Coral reefs across the
planet are dying for many reasons, one being carbon emissions.
The extra carbon dioxide absorbed reacts with the salt, resulting
in higher acidity, therefore impacting corals’ growth.39
A few of the coral species found in Fiji include cabbage, brain,
branch, table and soft corals, all of which are becoming harder
to find since the first documented widespread, intensive
bleaching event in 2000.40 A world without coral means less
marine diversity, and potential economic disaster, especially in

“Fiji- Ecological Restoration: Using coral restoration and Ecotourism to Increase Local Participation
and Financial Benefits of Resource Management Efforts,” Reef Resilience Network, June 14, 2014,
accessed October 25,2020, https://reefresilience.org/case-studies/fiji-ecological-restoration/.
38
Richard Aspinall, “Where We Work- Fiji,” Coral Reef Alliance, 2016, accessed October 24,2020.
https://reefs.com/2016/03/03/coral-reef-alliance-calls-help-last-months-devastating-cyclone-tore-fiji/.
39
Reef Resilience Network, “Fiji- Ecological Restoration, The Nature Conservancy.”

Reef Resilience Network, “Fiji- Ecological Restoration, The Nature Conservancy.”
“Giving Coral Reefs a Future: worldwide coral reef conservation through research, education,
outreach, and restoration,” Secore International, last modified November 2020, accessed October
18,2020, http://www.secore.org/site/home.html.
42Secore International “Giving coral reefs a future.”

37

40
41

35

The parrot fish, a medium to large fish, is a highly sought-after
species in Fiji due to its taste and size. Their docile nature also
makes them quick and easy prey. They are essential sand
producers, producing “up to 200 pounds per year",43 and are an
imperative reef species as they graze algae growing on coral,
allowing new coral species to settle and grow. These fish are
overfished in Fiji and need to be protected to maintain coral reef
diversity and healthy marine ecosystems. It’s believed that the
“benefits that humans receive from natural environments – are
often greater in highly diverse places”.44 Diversity is critical.

Figure 15: Whole pan-fried parrot fish served with rourou and
cassava (tapioca).

Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, “To Save Coral Reefs, Start with Parrot-fish”, National Geographic, July
2, 2014, accessed October 25, 2020, https://blog.nationalgeographic.org/2014/07/02/to-save-coralreefs-start-with-parrotfish.
43

44

36

Coral Reef Alliance, “Coral Reef Biodiversity.”

Figure 16: Men lay out their catch, picking out the
medium-sized fish. Fisherman holds a medium-sized parrot
fish.

Figure 18: A thriving healthy reef in Vanua Levu,
Savusavu, Fiji.

Figure 19: A damaged reef in Fiji: the result of bleaching
and other factors.

Figure 17: Fish caught, many of which are parrot fish, are
laid out on the beach to be sorted.
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4.0 Fish Farming as a
Solution
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4.1 Tilapia
Figure 20: Standard size tilapia.

An alternative sustainable solution is a land-based, freshwater

naturally, where the eggs are fertilised then carried in the mouth

tilapia fish farm. The process of farming tilapia enables

of a female. Instead, the eggs are hatched in

knowledge and skills to be shared. Pacific Ocean Culture (POC)

artificial incubators where the hatching time can be determined

in Navua, Pacific Harbour, is an excellent example of this.

by the temperature of the water. The eggs can be “reared
anywhere between 24℃-34℃ degrees”,46 but the higher the

The process of spawning eggs and larvae is carried out indoors

temperature the shorter the hatching time. For example, the

where the temperature can be controlled, “as the development

eggs can be encouraged to hatch within “two days in water at a

of tilapia eggs and fry are temperature dependent”.45 The

temperature of 34℃ degrees”.47 High water quality, oxygen-rich

spawning process is not carried out

water and continuous gentle motion to rotate the eggs prevent
mould growth as well as increasing the hatching success rate.

45

46

Andre Cochea, and David Edwards , Selected Aspects of Warmwater Fish Culture: A compilation
based on lectures presented at a series of FAO/AGFUND International Training Courses in
Aquaculture hosted by Hungary in 1987 and 1988, (Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, 1989), 90.

Coche and Edwards, Selected Aspects of Warmwater Fish Culture.111.
Coche and Edwards, Selected Aspects of Warmwater Fish Culture.111.
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Once hatched, the water temperatures are adjusted, as

It is recommended to use gravity flow to minimise the use of

“optimum growth will occur in waters at the temperature of

pumps, thereby reducing energy consumption. POC has a

25℃ to 30℃”.48 They are then classified as ‘fry’ – the second

gravity-fed water system using freshwater tanks.

stage in the cycle. The ‘fry’ are then moved into larger tanks or

Susu aka i Sovi Bay is proposed to be based on the

drums where they are closely monitored in a controlled

southwestern coast of Viti Levu, Sovi Bay, in Korotogo. This site

environment, safe from predators. Nine of the 19 small ponds

is an hour and 20 minutes from Nadi town, 15 minutes from

are partially covered; these are used for the fry and fingerlings.

Sigatoka town, and eight minutes from Korotogo town. “The

Because they are still so small, their sex has not yet been

southwest coast of Viti Levu, Fiji’s largest and most populated

decided, and the ages vary between “two to six weeks old”.49

island, is flanked by the country’s longest fringing reef system

Once they reach a certain size and their sex is determined, they

and has been affectionately known as the Coral Coast since

are moved into a much larger tank where they will be left to

resort tourism began on its shores in the 1950s.”50 This stretch of

grow from juvenile through to adult.

coastline was renowned for diverse coral species and thriving
marine life. Over the years this ecosystem has suffered from
bleaching and overfishing.

48
49

50

Coche and Edwards, Selected Aspects of Warmwater Fish Culture. 112.
Coche and Edwards, Selected Aspects of Warmwater Fish Culture.113.
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Reef Resilience Network, “Fiji- Ecological Restoration, The Nature Conservancy.”

4.2 Susu aka i Sovi Bay
Susu aka i Sovi Bay is a fish farm in conjunction with an
education centre that aspires to become a popular tourist
attraction in Fiji. Tourism is the backbone of Fiji’s economy; it is
crucial this facility provides employment and generates income
for surrounding local communities. For example, in 2017, the
total contribution “…of Travel & Tourism to employment,
including jobs indirectly supported by the industry was 36.5
percent of total employment…”51 and “Tourist Arrivals in Fiji

Figure 21: Tilapia life cycle. (Photo by author).

51

“2018 Annual Research: Key Facts,” World Travel & Tourism Council, September 1, 2018.,
accessed October 20, 2020, https://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/economic-impactresearch/countries-2018/fiji2018.pdf.
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averaged at 148,555.58 since 1994”.52 Since then the numbers
have increase four-fold. This project needs to target this market
to operate successfully. Not only will the project support steady
food sources, but it will also enable employment, education and
socialisation within the communities. As tilapia are a non-native
fish to Fiji, containment is achieved with fish tanks located above
the flood plain level; fish tanks will have catchment drains
around the base. They will be able to be drained completely and
the fish be removed in the event of potential high-risk flood.
This project hopes to reduce the need for fishermen to catch
parrot fish (see section 3.3) as a means to help restore marine
biodiversity and protect the reefs of Fiji.

52

“Fiji Visitor Arrivals: 1994-2020,” Trading Economics, accessed May 20, 2020,
https://tradingeconomics.com/fiji/tourist-arrivals.
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5.0 State of Knowledge
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This project hopes to promote sustainable fishing techniques

within an environment and natural "cycles" is essential when

and enhance cultural practice; understanding fundamental

applying ecological design objectives to ensure long-term

aspects of sustainability is essential. Four primary sources of

sustainable practice.

literature were covered, and across the four, there are standard
links between them that appreciate similar aspects in different

The concepts of cycles, displacement and ecological design will

ways. These fundamental aspects of sustainability are cycles,

be discussed in conjunction with the chosen precedents that

displacement and ecological design aspects and principles.

have influenced this project's design.

The four primary sources of literature covered were Designing

with Nature53 by Ken Yeang, Cradle to Cradle54 by William
McDonough & Michael Braungart, Shifting from ''sustainability''

to regeneration55 by Bill Reed, and Permaculture: A Designers
Manual56 by Bill Mollison. Understanding the different elements

Bill Reed, Shifting from ‘Sustainability’ to Regeneration, (Integrative Design Collaborative and
Regenesis, Arlington, MA, US, 2007).
56
B.C Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual. (Tyalgum, NSW, Australia: Tagari Publications,
1988).

53

55

Ken Yeang, Designing with Nature: The Ecological Basis for Architectural Design. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1995.
54
William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make
Things, United States: North Point Press, 2002.
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of "continuous decay”, where “Life systems constantly organise

5.1 Cycles and Displacement

and create complex storages from diffuse energy and materials,

By definition, a lifecycle is “a series of stages through which

accumulating, decomposing, building, and transforming them

something (such as an individual, culture or manufactured

for further use”59. This cycle of “decay” could be described as

57

product) passes during its lifetime” . For various reasons,

a continuous act of exchange, like a nutrient cycle. Exchange

typical lifecycles found within the natural environment are

should be a mandatory act between mankind and nature; “the

being disturbed or destroyed.

user must pay”60 for natural resources and responsibly
maintain a sustainable relationship with the environment.

Australian researcher, author, scientist, teacher and biologist Bill
Mollison is renowned for developing the theory and practice of
permaculture. In 1991 he published Permaculture: A Designers

Manual, a book about “the mechanisms of mature ethical
behaviour, or how to act to sustain the earth”.58 In relation to
the concept of cycles, Mollison describes a cycle as an act

57

Merriam-Webster, “Life Cycle,” Dictionary, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/life%20cycle.
58
Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual,.3.

59
60
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Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual,12.
Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual,12.

Figure 22: Biological and Technical nutrient cycles.

This could be achieved in many ways; these include identifying

an equal or greater resource than that used.”62 A sustainable

opportunities within smaller cycles to utilise a bi-product or

cycle of exchange ensures the durability of natural resources

natural resource to produce energy. However, when doing this it

and habitats that sustain human life.

is important to maintain a natural resource’s “integrity”, a critical
aspect to ensurenatural cycles are able to complete their full
course. Mollison believes that when working within a natural

Material selection would be a means of contributing to this

landscape: “We should return the pleasure we get from natural

concept of cycles. Working with materials such as bamboo that

prospects and maintain their integrity.”61

have minimal impact on the environment and contribute to a
natural cycle would be an example of sustainable exchange. As

The act of exchange involves replacing something that has been

architect Ken Yeang says: “…if the designer is aware of the

removed, a concept much like removing an “event” from a cycle.

ecosystem implications of the forms of energy and materials

Mollison believes that: “Every object must responsibly provide

used in the built environment and the ways in which they are

for its replacement; society must, as a condition of use, replace

61
62

Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual, 13.
Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual, 12.
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used, then he or she is obliged to be responsible for the total

McDonough talks about Cradle to Cradle design mirroring the

ecosystem impact of the design.” 63

healthy, regenerative productivity of nature, and considers
materials as assets, not liabilities.65 He goes on to say, “In nature,

In Cradle to Cradle, McDonough and Braungart describe the

there is no concept of waste. Everything is effectively food for

concept of a cycle, in terms of material reutilisation: “Nature’s

another organism or system. Materials are reutilized in safe

metabolism runs on renewable energy and returns all materials

cycles.”66 Ken Yeang talks about the concept of achieving and

safely in cycles for reuse.”64 The Cradle to Cradle Certified CM

maintaining ‘safe cycles’ which depend on various factors such

Product Standard is based on five attributes: material health,

as a stable environment, as “…every living system on earth is

material reutilisation, renewable energy and carbon

affected in some way by the state and stability of its

management, water stewardship, and social fairness. All involve

environment…”.67 In any environment, numerous cycles are

cycles. For instance, utilising wind and sunlight poses minimal

present to maintain healthy and stable conditions.

environmental impact, utilises renewable natural sources, and is

Understanding and appreciating these ensures cycles are

beneficial for users.

accommodated or protected. The relationship between nature

63

66

64

67

Yeang, Designing with Nature, 190.
McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 3.
65McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 3.
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McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 3.
Yeang, Designing with Nature, 4.

and the man- made environment can be described as the

value, reduce waste and increase reuse rates: 69 “To promote

functional cycle, for example, how a building operates in

creating an optimized material economy that eliminates the

conjunction with the surrounding environment.

concept of waste.”70

Problems occur when natural cycles are interrupted, when they

McDonough uses the terms “downcycling” and “upcycling”71 to

are displaced. McDonough and Braungart discuss these

describe how through design, materials can be improved when

displacements and the subsequent problems which arise such as

reutilised rather than degraded during their lifecycle.72 He

resource depletion, exhausted biological metabolisms, poor

describes the concept of reutilisation as recyclable, recycled,

material health, reduced reutilisation rate, shorter “reuse

compostable and rapidly renewable. “All materials are seen as

68

periods”, and reduced diversity. Their approach models human

potential nutrients in one of two cycles – technical and

industry in the process of nature’s biological nutrient

biological cycles.”73 A “technical nutrient” is a product capable of

metabolism where materials are reutilised in safe cycles to

“feeding” a technical system; it can be deconstructed and

produce subsequent high-quality materials that retain their

constructed, physically or chemically,74 whereas a “biological

68

72

69

73

McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle,3.
McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 5.
70 McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 49.
71 McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 5.

McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 2.
McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 4.
74 McDonough and Braungart, Cradle to Cradle, 103.
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Figure 23: How life, cultural, functional and education cycles relate (Photo by author).

nutrient” is a product that is usable by defined living organisms

environment.”77 Thus, placing a foreign object like a building

to carry the life processes such as growth, cell division, synthesis

within any environment disrupts and displaces existing natural

of carbohydrates, energy management, and other complicated

cycles. Minimising displacement with ecological design to

functions.75 Ensuring a safe cycle of product, process design and

protect “cycles” is a concept McDonough, Yeang, and Mollison

development will allow natural and technical systems, products

advocate.

and processes to support the diverse living environment on
earth.76

There are a number of cycles specific to Fiji, which need to be
considered when addressing the issue that this research aims to

A cycle is a series of events that are regularly repeated in the

address. These include cultural, life and functional cycles, all of

same order. When an “event” is removed or impaired the cycle

which depend on each other and the state of their environment.

cannot complete a full course, and Mollison believes: “…every

Fishing plays a significant role in the Fijian culture as these

living system on earth is affected in some way by the state and

expeditions are social events where knowledge and skills are

stability of its environment. Every act of building changes the

shared with younger generations. There is a growing threat of

75

77

76

McDonough, Cradle to Cradle, 93.
McDonough, Cradle to Cradle, 2.
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Yeang, Designing with Nature, 4.

displacement within the fishing culture cycle due to climate

is effectively food for another organism or system. Materials are

change and overfishing. These fishing expeditions do not occur

reutilised in safe cycles.”78

as often as they used to, potentially resulting in the loss of
cultural identity. This project will provide locals with the
opportunity to fish sustainably, share knowledge, and work
collectively in the hopes of preserving this fishing culture or at
least providing an alternative to the traditional fishing culture
which may also provide a sense of cultural identity.
Other cycles to consider will be collecting and reutilising
rainwater for amenities, crops, fishponds and local communities.
Energy production, use of and dealing with so-called waste will
also be considered as cycles. Fish waste, for instance, would be
collected and distributed among local communities to be used
as fertiliser. “In nature, there is no concept of waste. Everything

78

McDonough, Cradle to Cradle, 3.
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In the natural environment, there is a sharp distinction between

5.2 Ecological Design

the manmade and the natural elements in the environment.82
To minimise the effects of displacement within cycles through

According to Yeang there is a common missing link in ecological

design, an “Ecological design approach”79 is proposed by Yeang

design – the designer’s lack of knowledge and understanding of

and Mollison. They discuss ecology as natural science and the

ecology and environmental biology. He believes that if

importance of lifecycles. Mollison likes to call it the “continuous

designers had “…a better understanding of the relationship and

cycle of decay”.80 Ecological design is a design process “in which

conflicts between architecture and ecology…”,83 there would be

the designer comprehensively minimizes the anticipated adverse

a significant reduction in the severity of environmental

effects that the product of that design process has upon the

impairment. Environmental problems can be “…defined as the

earth’s ecosystems and resources, and simultaneously gives

change in ecosystem conditions that arise from the stresses

priority to the continued elimination and minimization of these

caused by human action or activity”.84 Therefore, when

adverse effects”.81

designing, the built environment and ecosystems should be
considered simultaneously to minimise this impact. This could

79

83

80

84

Yeang, Designing with Nature, 36.
Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual,12.
81
Yeang, Designing with Nature, 187.
82 Yeang, Designing with Nature, 10.
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Yeang, Designing with Nature, 188.
Yeang, Designing with Nature, 187.

be achieved in many ways, a few being material selection, built

identifying patterns of needs, use and form, servicing systems,

systems and construction. Yeang believes if designers are aware

and environmental factors.86

of the environmental implications “of the forms of energy and
materials used in the built environment and the ways in which

A typical pattern would be “needs and use”, identifying the

they are used”,85 they are obligated to take responsibility for

needs users require to utilise a building, enhancing usability, and

these.

solidifying a pattern that can be applied throughout the design
process. The higher the levels of needs and use, the more

Architecture and urban development contribute to the

significant the environmental impact. Minimising environmental

continuous cycle of environmental modification and impairment,

impact can be achieved by reducing the “…level of people’s

disturbing or destroying ecosystems by depleting natural

demand for certain needs”.87 For example, through material

resources. Yeang discusses the model of a conventional design

selection, circulation paths and orientation, “a simple pattern of

process: analysis, synthesis and appraisal. The analysis involves

needs and use” could be achieved. Yeang believes “…the lower

identifying a building programme, collecting context data,

the level of requirements, the lower the impact”.88

85

88

Yeang, Designing with Nature, 190.
Yeang, Designing with Nature, 187.
87
Yeang, Designing with Nature, 193.
86
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Yeang, Designing with Nature, 193.

Take a traditional Fijian bure: mechanical ventilation and

during its lifecycle. By identifying systems with the highest

airconditioning are often not found. The bure is constructed

environmental impact, designers can develop systems to

collectively by a village using organic building material. With

prevent or minimise these.

thatched roofs, woven mats, high ceilings and large openings,

Bill Reed discusses the concept of a “living systems approach”,90

mechanical ventilation is not required. The coconut-thatched

an approach based on the understanding that all living

roofs have a high thermal mass index; the high ceilings capture

organisms need to be carefully considered. This might be

heat, and windows and doors provide adequate cross

achieved through three different design approaches. Firstly

ventilation.

“restoration design”,91 the process of assisting the evolution of
sub-systems in nature using the “activities of design and

Yeang believes that “…we might even redefine architectural

building to restore the capability of local natural systems to a

design as a form of energy and material management”.89 Yeang

healthy state of self-organization”.92 The second approach,

discusses the concept of developing a monitoring system that

“regenerative design”,93 is a process that engages and focuses

allows users to measure the ecosystem impact a building has

on the evolution of the whole system of which we are part, for

89

92

90

93

Yeang, Designing with Nature, 13.
Reed, Shifting from ‘sustainability’ to regeneration, 675.
91
Reed, Shifting from ‘sustainability’ to regeneration, 677.
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Reed, Shifting from ‘sustainability’ to regeneration, 677.
Reed, Shifting from ‘sustainability’ to regeneration, 677.

example, place and community.94 And lastly, “reconciliation

impacts and ecosystem interaction

design” is a design process that acknowledges “…that humans

, but also the “…quantities of energy and materials used in the

are an integral part of nature and that human and natural

designed system’s physical fabric and form”.96 This suggests that

systems are one”.95

designers must be mindful of where their materials are sourced
and how they are produced. Analysing the pattern of needs and

For the Sovi Bay fish farm, the “ecosystem impacts” could be

use, materials used, and resources depleted should be carefully

monitored by the reutilisation of waste produced on site: grey

considered.

water, fish waste, sewage and non-biodegradable rubbish. How

An example of maintaining “resource integrity"97 regarding Susu

the waste is discharged and effectively reutilised would reflect

aka i Sovi Bay could be the use of waste, utilising tidal changes,

the building’s environmental impact. A water filtration system,

strong wind conditions, and recycling water from the river on

composting and recycling facility, water collection, and solar

site. All these elements could be used or converted to produce a

power would be means to reduce the environmental impact.

sustainable energy source, while maintaining resource integrity

Not only does Yeang suggest that designers be aware of spatial

and possibly complementing other resources. Yeang believes

Reed, Shifting from ‘sustainability’ to regeneration, 677.
Reed, Shifting from ‘sustainability’ to regeneration, 677.
96
Yeang, Designing with Nature, 189.

97

94
95
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Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual, 12.

“…a connection between architecture and ecology must become

The effect of displacements such as climate change, overfishing

inherent in the building practice”.98

and unethical practices found within Fiji's fishing culture could
lead to the loss of cultural identity. There are two main types of

Mollison believes we have forgotten how to evolve “self-

cycles found within this project; these include cultural cycles and

regulating systems”,99 and that resources must be responsibly

lifecycles. As the traditional fishing expeditions are done

replaced. There is a strong idea of exchange discussed: energy

collectively, this social aspect of fishing must be maintained,

exchange, resource exchange, material exchange and earth care

ensuring this strong sense of culture and community is not lost.

exchange. There needs to be a constant and honest habitual

The lifecycle of tilapia will coincide with the cultural cycle of

attitude towards this idea of exchange to maintain natural

fishing. The fishing process, where knowledge and skills are

resources, habitats, and sustain human life on earth. Mollison

shared within a community, will be re-created and further

believes society must as “a condition of use, replace an equal or

encouraged with an education centre and restaurant. The

greater resource than that used”.100

education centre and restaurant will increase the opportunities
to share a broader range of culinary skills and sustainable fishing
techniques, and encourage a better understanding of ecology

98
99

100

Yeang, Designing with Nature, 188.
Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual, 10.
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Mollison, Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual, 12.

and environmental biology. This project brings people together

recreation asset, an energy storage, or an irrigation accessory".

to learn sustainable fishing techniques, share knowledge, and

These benefits decrease the need for mechanical systems,

raise awareness about marine resource depletion.

therefore minimising the overall environmental impact.

While designing, the living systems approach was used to

Yeang believes, “A work of design may be regarded as more

minimise displacement. Resource integrity, ethical practice,

than just a traditional statement of the designer’s aesthetic

environmental diversity and sustainable cycle exchange were

aspirations and user functions; it is a physical and symbolic

considered. This project hopes to minimise the possibility of

statement of the environmental impacts of the proposed

displacement within existing cycles through material selection,

design.” 101 Susa aka i Sovi Bay hopes to reinforce the distinct

environmental precautions, and usability. Minimising the needs

Fijian communal culture by enhancing and supporting existing

of this project is a means to decrease displacement and increase

cycles using ecological design principles.

the efficiency of functional cycles; this includes utilising tilapia
fish ponds, as they can "act as a mirror, a heat store, a run-off
area, a cleanser of pollutants, a transport system, a fire barrier, a

101

Yeang, Designing with Nature, 190.
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Figure 24: Pond polycultures.
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5.3 Precedent Review

58

5.3.1 The Eden Project, Cornwall.

59

60
Figure 25: Image of biomes, education centre and stadium.

Figure 26: Location of The Eden Project.

The Eden Project, designed by Grimshaw Architects, Cornwall,

grown. This colossal scale allows visitors to experience a real-life

UK, is a popular attraction, renowned for its two thermoplastic

rainforest's beauty and scale, showcasing some of the world's

biomes nestled in a reclaimed clay pit in St Blazey. The two

most important plants. The smaller Mediterranean biome covers

biomes simulate distinct growing conditions for various plant

1.6 acres – measuring 35 metres high, 65 metres wide, and 135

species from diverse climates such as the Mediterranean and

metres long103. Renowned for its greenhouse biomes and

tropical rainforests.

botanic garden, The Eden Project also facilitates an education
centre, restaurant, nursery, accommodation and a wedding

The large biome covers 3.9 acres, measuring 55 metres high, 100

venue.

metres wide, and 200 metres long,102 housing the largest
rainforest under cover, and recreating the humid conditions of a

With sustainability as the core initiative of this project, education

tropical rainforest where hundreds of plants and trees from

is crucial. Learning programmes are run annually for all ages,

countries like South America, Africa, Asia, and Australia are

encouraging and educating the public about endangered plants.

102 “Eden Project,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, last modified February 14, 2021,
103 Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, “Eden Project.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eden_Project.
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This project is an excellent example of reutilisation; various
cycles are found, a few being the use of renewable energy and
collecting of water. Rainwater is collected, sanitised and used to
for toilets and to maintain humid conditions within the tropical
biomes. Most of the energy used is either geothermal, wind or
Figure 27: Site Plan of The Eden Project (Photo by author).

solar, all of which are considered safe cycles. Other safe cycles

tetrafluoroethylene plastic (ETFE) hexagonal external cladding

include the passive cycle of air circulation within the biomes,

panels.104 The large inflated plastic "pillow"-like structures

where warm air is released, rising to the ceiling, heated by

provide the right insulation level to maintain the climate

sunlight, and replaced with warmer air that sinks to ground

conditions and create a self-supporting structure that requires

level, creating a continuous passive cycle circulating warm air.

no internal support. A series of viewing platforms at different
heights are located throughout the biomes; these provide

The scale and diversity of plants re-create an experience like
being in a rainforest. The high-span biome structures are

visitors with the opportunity to admire the diverse range of

constructed out of steel tubular with thermoplastic ethylene

plants and appreciate the scale of these greenhouses.

104Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, “Eden Project.”
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Figure 28: Section of The Eden Project (Photo by author).

of homeless people and prison inmates, encouraging all

The circulation pattern of The Eden Project is a meandering path

community members to get involved. This project provides

that weaves through the biomes and botanic garden, allowing

everyone with the opportunity to connect with nature and

visitors to personalise their route through the facility. This

experience different environments around the world.

circulation flexibility creates a strong sense of freedom for
visitors, much like wandering through a rainforest where one
can choose a route and explore the facility the way they
choose.

The Eden Project has a strong relationship with the site as the
biomes sit nestled in the reclaimed clay pit, blending in with the
surrounding landscape. This project promotes sustainable ethics
and enhances social and ecological benefits through organised
communal events. Events organised for the community include
"The Big Lunch", an annual lunch to unite the community and
share knowledge. Gardens are planted and created by hundreds
63

Figure 30: Skybridge in tropical biome.

Figure 29: Exterior of biome.

Figure 31: Interior of tropical biome.

Figure 32: Interior of cafeteria.
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5.3.2 Green School, Bali.

65

Figure 33: The Main Building- The Heart of the School.

66

Figure 34: Location of The Green School.

The Green School, located in Bali, near Ubud in Indonesia, was

vegetable gardens and, like The Eden Project, produce is grown

founded in 2008 by John Hardy, designed by Aldo Landwehr,

on site and eaten by occupants and visitors. The functional cycle

and built primarily from bamboo by carpenter Jorg Stamm.

of The Green school is as independent and self-sufficient as it

Claimed to be the world's most environmentally friendly school,

can be, with solar power, composting and recycling facilities.

this is a non-profit pre-kindergarten to high school
establishment where ecology is the founding principle. Students
are taught to be more environmentally conscious, through
exposing them to real-world projects and connecting them to
their communities.

The Green School has a thatched canopy, is built almost entirely
out of bamboo, and has become a tremendous precedent for
bamboo architecture. With sustainability in education as the
core principle, encouraging environmental awareness, the
concept of cycles is found in various aspects of this school, one
Figure 35: The Green School site plan. (Photo by author).

being agriculture. The school grounds consist of rice fields and
67

Figure 36: The Green School section. (Photo by author).

With sustainability reinforced through education, the school is

school is modelled on has similarities to traditional Fijian

continuously looking for new ways to reduce its carbon

architecture.

footprint. The school runs off two renewable energy sources,

The wall-less classrooms and understated support structure

"micro-hydro (hydroelectric vortex) and solar power”.105 The

create the illusion that the roof is floating. This also reduces

open-plan layout of The Green School is one of the many
architectural features that makes this building unique. The main

the need for artificial lighting and ventilation, and allows

building is built out of renewable resources; "the heart of the

students to be fully immersed in the surrounding environment

school" has a sixty-metre-high, stilt-like structure constructed

while learning. A combination of mezzanine floors and large

with 2500 bamboo poles106 that support an umbrella-like

overhangs creates a strong sense of openness. The need for

thatched roof. The combination of renewable resources such as

artificial lighting is minimal; the children study in a natural

bamboo, local grass and traditional mud walls give the building

setting; there are no internal walls to create barriers between the

a very organic aesthetic. The vernacular architecture that the

different spaces. Due to the openness of these

“The Green School (Bali)l”, Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, last modified February 8, 2021,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_School_(Bali).

106 Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, “The Green School (Bali).”

105
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buildings, there’s no need for mechanical ventilation. A

Like the Sovi Bay project, The Green School sits on a bank next

classroom view overlooks permaculture gardens and rice fields,

to a river, the Ayung River. The surrounding context is relatively

allowing students to develop a strong connection with their

flat, but the school is nestled in amongst native forest and rice

environment and a sense of place, enhancing their emotional

fields. The use of bamboo, thatching and clay means the

connection to the school and their education. The gardens'

building blends in with its surrounding environment.

upkeep relies on the students; there is a sense of responsibility
and liability for the students and an opportunity to understand
various lifecycles found within the surrounding environment.

The layout of this has a similar circulation pattern to The Eden
Project, as students are free to meander through the school. The
school is comprised of a series of small buildings; each building
facilitates a specific purpose. The Green School demonstrates a
simple pattern of needs and uses; lowering the demand for
needs automatically lowers the environmental impact.
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Figure 37: The Green School-Interior of The heart of the school.

Figure 38: The Green School - Classroom floor seating.

Figure 40: The Green School- Recess floor seating.

Figure 39: The Green School - Bamboo classroom furniture.
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5.3.3 Tropenhaus, Frutigen, Switzerland

71

Figure 41: Outdoor area of Tropenhaus.
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Figure 42: Location of Tropenhaus, Google Earth

grown. Fish fillets and caviar are sold in surrounding local stores.

Another precedent, Tropenhaus Frutigen (Tropic House) in

The rest of the facility is a greenhouse dedicated to growing

Frutigen, Switzerland, is a commercial project using geothermal

exotic tropical fruits such as mangos, guavas and papaya109.

energy from hot water flowing out of the Lotschberg base

Tropenhaus is a popular tourist destination, as well as a

107

tunnel to create a tropical greenhouse in the Swiss Alps . This

corporate and private event venue. This facility's layout

facility was designed to help combat the risk of the continuous

encourages visitors to wander through the entire facility; there is

flow of water, disturbing the biological rhythm of endangered

one main route through the greenhouse production area, the

trout in the area. The facilities include an exhibition space,

fish farm facility, and out into the exhibition hall. The designer

dining area, interactive garden, and a caviar site where visitors

has ensured an educational journey through the building.

can learn about and appreciate sturgeon fish farming.

There is a strong relationship between production, produce, and

This sturgeon fish farm is the largest facility at Tropenhaus, with
40 outdoor basins and up to 60,000 fish

108

tourism. The circulation pattern of the Tropenhaus allows users

intended to be

to be completely involved in the process of growing exotic fruits

107 ”Tropenhaus Frutigen,” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, last modified November 5, 2020,

108 Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, ”Tropenhaus Frutigen.”
109 Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, ”Tropenhaus Frutigen.”

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropenhaus_Frutigen.
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and farming sturgeon. This journey through the building allows
users to walk through the sturgeon lifecycle. With a cafe,
restaurant, gift shop and exhibition hall, Tropenhaus allows
visitors to enjoy locally grown sturgeon while sitting amongst
the Pacific's exotic fruit trees.
The sturgeon's farming process is similar to tilapia, as eggs
are hatched indoors in a controlled environment, then moved
into larger ponds as they grow. This building is dedicated to
sturgeon production; however, the restaurant's layout and
arrangement create a sense of being in a tropical forest. This
circulation pattern, as well as the arrangement of production
and leisure areas, could influence Susu aka i Sovi Bay to
create a similar experience of fish farming.
Figure 43: Site Plan of Tropenhaus (Photo by author).
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Figure 44: Circulation of Tropenhaus.
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Figure 45: Production area map.
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5.3.4 Pacific Ocean Culture, Navua, Fiji

77

Figure 46: Juvenile tilapia ponds (Photo by author).
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Figure 48: Site Plan of Pacific Ocean Culture (Photo by author).

POC works with both freshwater and saltwater species; these
include tilapia/maleya and giant blue prawns. With the

Figure 47: Location of Pacific Ocean Culture.

traditional Fijian diet being heavily yam and seafood-based, the
Paul Ryan, an aquaculture specialist specialising in fin fish and

demand for seafood is high. Most traditional fish dishes such as

crustacean production, started Pacific Ocean Culture (POC),

ika vakalolo and ika tavu are served with a whole medium to

Navua, in 2012. This is an integrated aquaculture company that

small-sized fish, making tilapia the ideal candidate for traditional

supports sustainable fishing techniques and hopes to provide

Fijian cuisine.

Fiji with food security. It is an environmentally conscious
business which enables opportunities and has significant social,

POC has 27 large, nine medium, and 19 small ponds on site

economic and environmental impacts that benefit local

used for farming tilapia. Tilapia are grown on site from the early

communities within Fiji. Besides providing nutritious food, rural

stages of eggs right through to spawning adults.

employment, and promoting more sustainable techniques, POC
promotes aquaculture and the use of locally grown food.
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Figure 49: Traditional Fijian dish: Ika miti with ota (Steamed whole fish
served with coconut milk, tomato and onion.

Figure 50: Traditional Fijian dish: Ika miti with ota served with casava and
bele.
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6.0 Site Selection
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Figure 51: Map of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, identifying three
possible sites (Photo by author).

6.1 Criteria for Choosing Site
As outlined in Section 4, this research by design project

Sabeto River has a rich marine ecosystem and is a renowned

proposes building a fish farm, educational centre and tourist

area for spawning; these mangroves are home to various native

attraction as a way of mitigating the effects of over-fishing in

birds and shellfish. Sabeto Village is a well-established

the waters around Fiji and the subsequent loss of a valuable

community five minutes from the site – the people of this village

food source for Fijian people.

rely heavily on this mangrove forest and river as a food source.
Village proximity would provide easy access to facilities and

When looking for a suitable site, important criteria were

employment opportunities.

proximity to water supply, villages and tourist hubs. Three site
options were identified, all with offshore access and a fresh-

Site Two is located on the west coast of Viti Levu, in Uciwai,

water supply source. Based in Nadi, Sabeto, Site One is a five-

Nadi, a 40-minute drive or 25-minute boat ride from Nadi and

minute drive from the airport and a 30-minute drive and boat

Denarau Island. Offshore access is also an essential feature as

ride from Fiji’s largest tourist hub, Denarau Island. The site is

boats are a common form of transportation in Fiji. This site is

currently a derelict sugarcane field adjacent to a large, native

adjacent to the Mamanuca Island group, one of the most visited

mangrove forest on the Sabeto River.

groups of islands in the tourism industry. Island hopping within
82

the Mamanucas is a popular tourist activity; this site’s location
would provide an opportunity to become a stopover during
these tours.

Neither Site One nor Site Two was chosen because they both
had potential inundation issues from both the adjacent rivers
and sea-level rise.

83

is known as the Korolevu-i-wai district, and consists of four main

6.2 Chosen Site

villages – Votua, Vatuolalai, Tagaqe and Namada. Numerous
Site Three, Sovi Bay, was chosen over the other two because its

resorts and hotels intertwine within these villages.

geography provided an elevated platform above the flood plain.
This also makes it less susceptible to the effects of sea-level rise.
The chosen site, Sovi Bay, based in Korotogo along the
southwestern coast of Viti Levu, is an hour and 20 minutes from
Nadi, 15 minutes from Sigatoka town, and eight minutes from
Korotogo town. This stretch of coastline is renowned for fringe
reefs and pristine, shallow lagoons. The southwest coast of Viti
Levu: “Fiji’s largest and most populated island is flanked by the
country’s longest fringing reef system and has been
affectionately known as the Coral Coast since resort tourism
began on its shores in the 1950s.”110 The heart of the Coral Coast
110

“ Fiji- Ecological Restoration: Using coral restoration and Ecotourism to Increase Local Participation
and Financial Benefits of Resource Management Efforts,” Reef Resilience Network, June 14, 2014,
accessed October 28, 2021, https://reefresilience.org/case-studies/fiji-ecological-restoration/.
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Figure 52: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).
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Figure 54: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).

Figure 53: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).
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Figure 56: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).

Figure 55: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).
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Figure 58: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).

Figure 57: Sovi Bay Beach: (Photo by author).
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Figure 60: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).

Figure 59: Sovi Bay Beach (Photo by author).
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Fiji's marine and coastal ecosystems such as The Coral Coast

for the villages within the area. This is a destructive fishing

provide social, cultural and economic benefits for the local

practice, destroying and damaging reef ecosystems.

people. This fringing reef has supported and provided for rural
communities within the area for many years however, over time
“…the Coral Coast has been degraded by the compounded
effects of local impacts from high fishing pressure and coastal
development along with climate change stressors threatening
the backbone of the local economy and the livelihood and food
security of coastal villages and settlements”.111
This coastline facilitates a distinct fishing method – where
groups of women and men walk these reefs gathering
crustaceans and fish at low tide. This fishing method has a
distinct social aspect and has become part of the Fijian culture

111

Reef Resilience Network, “ Fiji- Ecological Restoration: Using coral restoration and Ecotourism to
Increase Local Participation and Financial Benefits of Resource Management Efforts.”
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Figure 61: Map of The Coral Coast with villages, hotels and rivers (Photo by author).
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In 2014, the Korolevu-i-wai reefs had 10 percent living coral

Within this 80 kilometres, more than 20 villages occupy the

cover, and the “…average catch for hook and line fishing was

coastline, three permanent no-take zones and three temporary

less than 200gm of fish/person/hour”. 112 To combat the effects

no-take zones. The chosen site, Sovi Bay, is one bay over from a

of climate change and overfishing, nonprofit organisations such

permanent no-take zone. “The marine protected areas in the

as Fiji Locally Managed Marine Area network (FLMMA) worked

LMMA are either permanent or temporary no-take reserves,

closely with academic institutions, government departments and

which means that fishing and other human harvest is

local communities to promote marine resources' sustainable use

prohibited.”114

in Fiji. Over the years, the FLMMA has resulted in 465 fishing

These no-take zones are managed by different villages and are

reserves, and 135 managed marine iQoliqolis (customary fishing

a means to help fish stocks recuperate. In conjunction with the

areas).

marine protected areas, Reef Explorer, Korotogo, specialises in

“Fiji has a vast LMMA network spanning 330 islands”,113 and the

coral farming and reef restoration along the

Korolevu-i-wai Local Marine Management Area (LMMA) is an
80-kilometre stretch of coastline between Sigatoka and Suva.

112

114

Reef Resilience Network, “ Fiji- Ecological Restoration: Using coral restoration and Ecotourism to
Increase Local Participation and Financial Benefits of Resource Management Efforts.”
113
“Reef Explorer Fiji Inspires Ridge to Reef Marine Conservation,” Epic Ocean Adventure, July
19,2018, https://www.epicoceanadventure.com/blog/2018/7/14/reef-explorer-post.
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Epic Ocean Adventure, “Reef Explorer Fiji Inspires Ridge to Reef Marine Conservation.”

Figure 62: Location of conservation centres, coral farms, schools and national park (Photo by author).
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coral coast. It has five nurseries in four marine reserves within

relatively high. A creek runs down along the west boundary,

the Korolevu-i-wai LMMA and has been coral farming for over

Vavua Creek, which connects into Sovi Bay. Besides offering

10 years. The motivation to protect and preserve this vast

excellent hydroelectric potential, the abundance of freshwater

fringing reef system is critical for future generations of these

would be utilised on site to facilitate the fishponds and toilets.

rural communities.
The chosen site's location provides optimum opportunity for

Along this coastline, there are numerous well-established hotels

local communities and tourists to witness the detrimental effects

and resorts as well as the Sigatoka Sand Dunes National Park

of climate change and overfishing, and be exposed to

and a native bird sanctuary, Kula Eco Park Wild Adventure Park.

conservation and sustainable marine practice. This project hopes

With Lapita pottery dating from 1290BC having been found in

to coincide with these existing environmental organisations and

the Sigatoka sand dunes115, the Coral Coast has been a popular

become something of an epicentre to help facilitate these.

place to visit for many years.

Due to the site location being along the coast of the southwest

Due to the site location on the southwest coast of Viti Levu and

side of Viti Levu and among the highlands, rainfall levels are

among the Serua highlands, levels of rainfall are relatively high.

115

David Stanley, Fiji Islands handbook: third edition, Moon Publications, California, USA, April
(1993), 20.
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A creek runs down along the west boundary – Vavua Creek –

that allow natural passive cycles to occur is a concept that has

which connects with Sovi River and runs into Sovi Bay. Besides

been applied while designing this project.

offering excellent hydroelectric potential this abundance of fresh
water would be utilised on site to facilitate the fishponds and
toilets.

The concept of utilising natural resources to help elevate the
need to use alternative forms of energy has been considered;
for example, there are three feature ponds and seven fishponds
on site – all are connected. The three large feature ponds are
located at the highest point on site; the intention is that they
collect the overflow from the water tanks beneath the
restaurant. The ponds' continuous fall is aesthetic and will act as
a water filtration system, a passive cycle that requires little to no
energy. Much like The Eden Project, designing opportunities
95

Figure 63: Site plan locating existing buildings, sugarcane fields, rivers and roads (Photo by author).
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7.0 Sovi Bay Fish Farm and
Restaurant
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Many factors influenced the design of Susu aka i Sovi Bay, a few

stepped, cantilevered decks. The idea of this layering effect is to

being views, contours, site access and relationship with Sovi

provide the primary circulation path for the complex. Just as fish

River. The building has been carefully placed on site to utilise

and divers move freely between overlapping coral, so too can

ocean, rainforest, river and sugarcane field views. Different

guests and workers weave their way around the complex.

gradients have been used to set out various functions, giving
precedence to the restaurant in terms of views. The education
centre and fish farm have been arranged following the contours
running down the site towards Sovi River. There are two points
of access, one for visitors and the other for distribution.

As Fiji is home to thousands of coral species, and the project is
located along the Coral Coast, a coral reference was considered.
Coral offers numerous textures, colours, and forms; through
model making, the concept of layering became a distinct
characteristic. This layering concept has been suggested
through the tiered layout of the entire building and the use of
98

Figure 64: Model inspired by soft corals (Model made by author).

Figure 64: Model inspired by brain coral (Model made by author).

Figure 65: Model inspired by fan coral (Model made by author).
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Figure 67: Models inspired by fan coral (Model made by author).
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Figure 68: Identifying site in relation to Sovi River (Photo
by author).

Figure 69: Proposed site plan (Photo by author).
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Figure 70: Location of site.

materials such as pine and coconut wood that are easily
The design of Susu aka i Sovi Bay has been informed by

handled and require minimal altering is a means to maintain

research into cycles and displacement, and ecological design.

material integrity as well as showcase traditional Fijian building

There are three primary cycles found within this project –

craftsmanship. These materials will be used in conjunction with

cultural, educational, and functional – all of which rely on each

Abodo wood.

other. As this project is located along the southwest coast and
sits amongst 17 coastal villages, the Coral Coast's fishing culture
is well established. Supporting this fishing culture through

Much like The Eden Project and The Green School, a series of

education will help preserve it and raise awareness about the

small buildings has been designed. This concept of individual

effects overfishing has on developing countries like Fiji.

buildings, each with different functions, is much like a traditional
village layout, where the chief's bure is the largest, sitting higher

Principles of ecological design have also been incorporated into

up and overlooking the rest of the village, reinforcing the

the design: planning, material choice and relationship to the

village’s cultural hierarchy. The series of buildings also allows

local environment, both physical and cultural. As traditional

users to weave through; this circulation gives users a sense of

Fijian architecture is vernacular, using sustainably grown

freedom to roam as they choose.
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Similar to The Eden Project and Tropenhaus, the restaurant
provides visitors and locals with the opportunity to enjoy the
locally farmed tilapia cooked the traditional Fijian way, in a
lovo. The cultural experience is a critical part of the
cultural cycle, as the food is grown, prepared and shared
collectively.

The stepped ponds running through the site mean users are
connected with the farm throughout the facility. The ponds'
arrangement and heights create a water feature,
Figure 71: Education center, fish farm and restaurant plan (Photo by author).
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Figure 72: Restaurant floor plan (Photo by author).
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As the chosen site is an abandoned quarry, the concept of

Figure 73: Restaurant Deck (Photo by author).

running through the buildings and acting as a gravity-fed, self-

restoration design has been reinforced by reutilising the site,

regulating, water filtration system. This gravity-fed system also

restoring the landscape, diversity and ecological cycles, and

acts as an aeration system for the tilapia growing ponds, as

encouraging the development of new cycles. Several cycles of

aeration is a critical aspect of maximising the growth and

reutilisation can be developed alongside the fish farm through

development of tilapia. Feature ponds are connected to water

recycling water and collecting fish waste. These cycles are

tanks that sit below the restaurant. These ponds will capture the

opportunities to reimburse the environment and enhance

overflow from the tanks, be used to divide spaces, and act as a

resource integrity. Native plants, vegetables and fruit trees will

cooling mechanism to reduce environmental impact and

be planted on site; fish waste and composting are a means of

support the concept of safe cycles.

restoring nutrients in the soil and demonstrating resource
exchange.
This project aims to be self-sufficient, using locally grown
produce, reutilising rainwater and using renewable solar energy.
Aspects of regenerative design have been considered, as close
attention was paid to supporting surrounding communities.
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Figure 74: Section cutting through fish farm (Photo by author).

The project has two circulation patterns: at ground level, and the

During the design process, close attention was paid to how

boardwalks that connect all the buildings. Having these two

waste would be removed, used, and dispersed or reintroduced

different circulation patterns means tourists and visitors are

into the environment. To combat this design challenge, a

accommodated, while people working on the farm below can

composting system was integrated to collect the waste, store,

do so with minimal disturbance. The idea is that visitors can

and disperse it into the vegetable gardens on site. It will also be

roam the facility overlooking the process and lifecycle of

distributed to local villages within the area. Not only will this be

farming tilapia.

a great source of fertiliser, but it will also hopefully encourage

Close attention was paid to the concept of needs and use; a

local communities to grow more of their own food and inspire

developed programme has influenced the design.

them to think about how organic waste produced within their

A few significant design challenges faced include the handling

own villages could be re-used. Integrating this cycle of waste

of waste, material selection and site conditions.

reutilisation within the operating system of this project will
reduce its environmental impact and act as a precedent, to

This project produces various forms of waste, all of which are

demonstrate and educate locals about sustainable practice.

carefully managed, but the most significant source of waste is
the fish. It was important to ensure the quality and quantity of
material discharged into the environment had minimal impact.
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Additionally, another design challenge was in the choice of

Figure 75: Section in relation to Sovi River (Photo by author).

building materials. As Fiji is accustomed to severe weather
conditions, such as category five tropical cyclones – careful
material selection was essential. Working with such materials can
be unforgiving at times.
Lastly, site conditions were a considerable design challenge due
to sections being in a flood-prone zone. For this project, this
was a concern not to be taken lightly. As tilapia are not a native
species to Fiji, the implications of them escaping would be
significant. Therefore, removing any opportunity for fish to
escape is imperative. Under no circumstances can they escape.
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Figure 76: Viewing decks above fish farm (Photo by author).
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Figure 77: View from Restaurant looking over education centre and fish farm (Photo by author).
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Figure 78: Education centre viewing platform overlooking Sovi River (Photo by author).
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The design has been informed by research into cycles and

8.0 Conclusion

displacement, and ecological design. Introducing a new fish
species into the local ecosystem has the potential to cause

This research set out to address overfishing in Fiji, and to raise

displacement to existing cycles, so careful planning is required,

awareness of the problem by educating local people and

some of which is outside the scope of this project. However,

tourists on the effects of overfishing. In order to answer the

care has been taken to situate the fish farm above the flood

research question, a facility for providing an alternative food

plain and levels that may be compromised by sea-level rise.

source is proposed. The Sovi Bay fish farm is situated near 17

Principles of ecological design have also been incorporated into

Fijian villages and provides an alternative freshwater food source

the design, particularly regarding planning, material choice, and

for local people, and an income stream. Providing an alternative

relationship to the local environment, both physical and cultural.

fishing resource enables local Fijian people to learn sustainable

Throughout the design process, close attention was paid to

fishing techniques, secure the ability to provide for their local

ethical and environmental practice, ensuring that resource

communities, and preserve Fiji's strong fishing culture. This

integrity and diversity were supported.

facility also functions as an education centre and has a
restaurant for tourists and local people.

Fiji's fishing culture plays a significant role in developing
communities, as the sharing of knowledge and skills brings
111

people together. With the Fijian way of life being heavily
communal, the exchange of skills is crucial to support the
development of social and cultural cycles. With the two sources
of income being fish production and tourism, it is hoped that
this project will generate its own cultural cycle
where traditional culinary and fishing skills will be shared with
the broader community.

While this project cannot undo the issues created by depletion
of marine stocks or damage to the coral reef, the alternative
may have flow-on effects that both allow fish stocks to rise and
the reef to be rejuvenated to some extent.
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